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Superman Batman Generations Elseworlds
/John Byrne As World War II rages on, Batman and Captain America, along with their teenaged sidekicks Robin and Bucky, must become allies to combat the villainy of their greatest foes, the Joker and the Red Skull. This fun, fast
paced tale is co-published with Marvel Comics and is drawn in a style reminiscent of the 1940s Golden Age of
Batman undertakes a seemingly doomed attempt to prevent his mutated nemesis, Manbat, from unleashing a plague of genetically enhanced locusts in order to wipe out the human race and pave the way from his own freakish kind.
When Batman and Superman first met ten years ago, the man they were trying to protect was killed due to their lack of teamwork. Now, on the anniversary of his death every year, the two heroes come together to share a little of
each other's worl ds and learn a little humility.
The world of Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in the most shocking story in DC history! Presented by master storytellers Geoff Johns and Gary Frank--As the Doomsday Clock ticks toward midnight, the DC Universe will
encounter its greatest threat: Dr. Manhattan. But nothing is hidden from Manhattan, and the secrets of the past, present, and future will leave ramifications on our heroes' lives forever. NOTHING EVER REALLY ENDS... The world of
Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in Doomsday Clock, from Geoff Johns and Gary Frank, the critically acclaimed team behind Shazam!: Origins and Batman: Earth One. Seven years after the events of Watchmen, Adrian Veidt
has been exposed as the murderer of millions. Now a fugitive, he has come up with a new plan to redeem himself in the eyes of the world. The first step? Finding Dr. Manhattan. Alongside a new Rorschach and the never-before-seen
Mime and Marionette, he follows Manhattan's trail to the DC Universe, which is on the brink of collapse as international tensions push the "Doomsday Clock" ever closer to midnight. Is this all Dr. Manhattan's doing? Spinning out of
Watchmen, DC Universe: Rebirth, and Batman/The Flash: The Button, Doomsday Clock rewrites the past, present, and future of the DC Universe and it all starts here! Collects Doomsday Clock #1-12.
Batman and Captain America
World's Finest
DC's Greatest Imaginary Stories
True Brit
Generations 2 : an Imaginary Tale

Presents a collection of graphic novel DC Comics stories featuring tales of Superman, Supergirl, Batman, the Flash, and more.
The year is 2040, and Dick Grayson has turned his back on his costumed past. As commander of the federal paramilitary organization known as the Crusaders, he now enforces the legal ban on all
metahuman activity by medically inhibiting or incarcerating anyone-hero or villain-who manifests superpowers of any kind. But when his son, Jake, suddenly reveals superhuman abilities that resist all
efforts at suppression, the man once known as Nightwing must return to the legacy he abandoned and seek help from the very people he has condemned. After joining forces with his ex-partners from
the Titans-including his estranged wife (and JakeÕs mother), Starfire-Dick sets out to free Jake from the CrusadersÕ high-tech prison. But the Pentagon has taken a special interest in the case, which
means that former Batwoman Kate Kane has made it her mission to crack the secret behind JakeÕs mysterious immunity-and what she discovers could mean the end for the Graysons, the Crusaders and
most of humanity! The team behind the best-selling Batman: Gates of Gotham-acclaimed writer Kyle Higgins (Nightwing, Deathstroke) and super-stylish artist Trevor McCarthy (Batwoman, Batman
Eternal)-reunites for Nightwing: The New Order, collecting the startling six-issue miniseries.
An entire medieval world will be forever changed when a spaceship crash-lands from a doomed planet. Monarchs will die, kingdoms will rise, and what seemed the end of the world for many…was only
the beginning! An epic high-fantasy story set in a DC Universe where nothing is what it seems… From worldwide bestselling writer Tom Taylor (DCeased, Superman: Son of Kal-El) and acclaimed artist
Yasmine Putri comes a generational tale of good and evil within a brand-new DCU!
These ELSEWORLDS tales places heroes in strange times and places--some that have existed and others that might yet. This volume includes stories in which: Superman sides with the British during
the Revolutionary War; Batman sails the seas as the dread pirate Leatherwing; The armored hero Steel faces a vicious slavemaster on a Civil War-era plantation. Graphic novel format.
Superman & Batman, Generations
The Dark Side
Superman: The Man of Steel Vol. 5
Batman Nosferatu
Superman: American Alien

The American Comic Book Chronicles continues its ambitious series of FULL-COLOR HARDCOVERS, where TwoMorrows' top authors document every decade of comic book history from the 1940s to today! Kurt Mitchell and editor Roy Thomas composed this volume about
the “Golden Age” of the comic book industry, a period that presented the earliest adventures of such iconic super-heroes as Batman, Captain Marvel, Superman, and Wonder Woman. It was a time when America’s entry into World War II was presaged by the arrival of such
patriotic do-gooders as Will Eisner’s Uncle Sam, Harry Shorten and Irv Novick’s The Shield, and Joe Simon and Jack Kirby’s Captain America. It was when teenage culture found expression in a fumbling red-haired high school student named Archie Andrews. But most of all,
the first five years of the 1940s was the age of the “packagers” when studios headed by men like Harry A Chesler, Will Eisner, and Jerry Iger churned out material for a plethora of new comic book companies that published the entire gamut of genres, from funny animal stories
to crime tales to jungle sagas to science-fiction adventures. These are just a few of the events chronicled in this exhaustive, full-color hardcover. Taken together, American Comic Book Chronicles forms a cohesive, linear overview of the entire landscape of comics history, sure
to be an invaluable resource for ANY comic book enthusiast!
Your favorite DC characters, written and drawn by the incomparable John Byrne! In addition to John Byrne's classic character-defining arcs of SUPERMAN and WONDER WOMAN, the writer/artist also created a trove of lesser-known DC Comics tales, starring characters from
every corner of the DC Universe. In these one-shot stories spanning more than 20 years, Batman thwarts a contest of wits between his greatest villains, an alternate-timeline ancestor of Superman helps the British win the Revolutionary War, and the Guardians of the Universe
reveal their untold history. With more than 300 pages of material never collected before, THE DC UNIVERSE BY JOHN BYRNE brings you the battle of the Teen Titans versus robot dinosaurs, the poignant Christmas tale of bygone hero Enemy Ace, the modern adventures of
the Silver Age Hawkman and much more! Collects NEW TEEN TITANS ANNUAL #2; OUTSIDERS #11; GREEN LANTERN ANNUAL #3; SECRET ORIGINS ANNUAL #1; POWER OF THE ATOM #6; CHRISTMAS WITH THE SUPER-HEROES #2; BATMAN 3-D; GREEN
LANTERN: GANTHET'S TALE; ACTION COMICS ANNUAL #6; BATMAN ADVENTURES ANNUAL #1; SPEED FORCE #1; FLASH: 80-PAGE GIANT #1; BATMAN: GOTHAM KNIGHTS #2; HAWKMAN #26; DC COMICS PRESENTS: HAWKMAN #1; DCU INFINITE HOLIDAY
SPECIAL #1; SUPERMAN THROUGH THE AGES.
A threat of cosmic proportion to DC’s newest (and oldest) universe compels one of the most unusual groups of heroes ever assembled to take on the most mysterious foe they have ever encountered. What started in Detective Comics #1027 explodes out of Dark Nights: Death
Metal to tell the story of the generations-spanning history of the DC Universe! Join the original Batman, Kamandi, Starfire, Sinestro, Booster Gold, Dr. Light, Steel, and Sinestro in their quest to save the universe before time runs out…
In Elseworlds, heroes are taken from their usual settings and put into strange times and places—some that have existed, or might have existed, and others that can’t, couldn’t or shouldn’t exist. The result: stories that make characters who are as familiar as yesterday seem as
fresh as tomorrow. Gotham City is caught in a vortex of corruption and decay, and those who feed on blood and despair are about to suck any remaining life from her dying veins. All that stands against them is the Batman, their legendary companion in the darkness, the last line
of defense between the innocent and the screaming chaos of mindless appetite. To combat this primeval threat, however, the Dark Knight must give up everything he holds dear, including life itself—for death is only the first step toward the final reckoning between good and evil.
Written by Doug Moench and illustrated in full gothic glory by Kelley Jones, John Beatty and Malcolm Jones III, ELSEWORLDS: BATMAN VOL. 2 gives free rein to the darker side of the World’s Greatest Detective, collecting BATMAN & DRACULA: RED RAIN, BATMAN:
BLOODSTORM and BATMAN: CRIMSON MIST.
Superman, Batman
Elseworlds: Superman Vol. 1
DC Universe by John Byrne
Batman
Superman & Batman, generations
The fifth collection of Superman tales from the 1980s, featuring ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #432-435, ACTION COMICS #592-593 and SUPERMAN #9-10! Superman encounters the new hero Gangbuster, faces the menace
of the Joker, teams up with Mister Miracle and Big Barda, and inadvertently becomes Metropolis's greatest menace!
An unholy union of a comic book icon and pure Lovecraftian horror is unleashed by writers MIKE MIGNOLA, acclaimed creator of Hellboy, RICHARD PACE (Robert E. Howard's Savage Sword) and artist TROY NIXEY
(HARLEY QUINN) in this terrifying reimagining of the greatest heroes and villains in the Batman mythos. It’s Gotham City, 1928. Twenty years have passed since a madman slew the parents of young Bruce
Wayne, heir to one of the city’s oldest fortunes. Twenty years since he fled the carnage of Gotham. But now Bruce Wayne has returned-and hell has followed. A terrible thing from beyond space and time has
awakened. The Lurker on the Threshold has called its faithful servants-immortal sorcerers, reptile men, beings of eldritch cold and fungal horror-to feed our world into its gaping maw. If the Batman
hopes to end the horror, how terrible must Bruce Wayne become? Collects BATMAN: THE DOOM THAT CAME TO GOTHAM #1-3!
In this century-spanning tale, witness the evil that brings the Batman and Superman together as a team. From their first meeting to their confrontations with the Joker, Lex Luthor, and Mr. Mxyzptlk,
their personal relationship continually evolves from best friends to bitter partners and finally respected peers. Then, in the sequel to GENERATIONS, imagine if Superman and Batman aged normally from
their debuts in 1938 and 1939! How would their legacies be passed on to future generations of heroes? This title is written and illustrated by legendary comics artist John Byrne (X-Men) and includes
appearances by Wonder Woman, Flash, Green Lantern, the JSA, the Spectre, Batgirl, Blackhawk, Deadman, Cyborg, and more. Collects SUPERMAN AND BATMAN: GENERATIONS #1-4 and SUPERMAN AND BATMAN: GENERATIONS
II #1-4
“Alternate Realities!” Cover-featuring the 20th anniversary of ALEX ROSS and JIM KRUEGER’s Marvel Earth X! Plus: What If?, Bronze Age DC Imaginary Stories, Elseworlds, Marvel 2099, and PETER DAVID and
GEORGE PÉREZ’s senses-shattering Hulk: Future Imperfect. Featuring TOM DeFALCO, CHUCK DIXON, PETER B. GILLIS, PAT MILLS, ROY THOMAS, and many more! Featuring an Earth X cover by ALEX ROSS.
American Comic Book Chronicles: 1940-1944
Distant Fires
Dark Knights of Steel (2021-) #1
Convergence: Superman (2015-) #2
Forget everything you know about The Man of Steel and brace yourself for a staggering new take on the world's most popular Super Hero. Best-selling, Hugo Award-winning writer J. Michael Straczynski (BRAVE AND THE BOLD, THOR, BABYLON 5) and red-hot rising
star artist Shane Davis (GREEN LANTERN, SUPERMAN/BATMAN) team up for this exciting launch of the EARTH ONE graphic novel series. Set in an all-new continuity re-imagining DC's top heroes, EARTH ONE is a new wave of original, stand-alone graphic novels
produced by the top writers and artists in the industry. The groundbreaking new line rockets into effect right here with the Super Hero who started it all-Superman! What would happen if the origin of The Man of Tomorrow were introduced today for the very first
time? Return to Smallville and experience the journey of Earth's favorite adopted son as he grows from boy to Superman like you've never seen before!
Max Landis, acclaimed screenwriter of the hit film CHRONICLE, presents seven stories from the life of the man who will be the Man of Steel, seven pivotal moments that turned a sometimes good, sometimes angry, sometimes funny, always human, all-American
alien into the world’s first superhero. THIS IS NOT A SUPERMAN COMIC. This is the story of Clark Kent, a Kansas farm boy who happens to be from another planet. It’s the story of a scared young kid with impossible powers, of a teenage delinquent with a lot to
learn, of a reporter with a nose for the truth who’s keeping the biggest secret the world has ever known. This is not the Superman you know. Not yet. Illustrated by some of the greatest artists in comics today-including Jock (BATMAN: THE BLACK MIRROR), Francis
Manapul (DETECTIVE COMICS), Jae Lee (BATMAN/SUPERMAN), Joëlle Jones (LADY KILLER), Nick Dragotta (EAST OF WEST) and more with covers by Ryan Sook (ACTION COMICS)-SUPERMAN: AMERICAN ALIEN tells the very human story of the Last Son of Krypton.
Superman and Batman team up to face two different races of aliens that have invaded Earth.
In a fascinating alternate reality story of tiny accidents that cascade into cataclysmic disasters, writer/artist Alan Davis creates a world that never knew a Superman, and a Justice League that is about to face its greatest test of might and morality. All because of
something as simple as a nail. Formed by the WorldÕs Greatest Heroes, the Justice League of America stands tall as the mightiest group of protectors Earth has to offer. Since the groupÕs founding, one hero above all others has stood as their inspiration, guiding
light and moral center: Superman. Now imagine a world without the Man of Steel. Welcome to the alternate history of JLA: THE NAIL. Collects JLA: THE NAIL #1-3 and JLA: ANOTHER NAIL #1-3.
Superman & Batman
Haunted Gotham
Superman & Batman: Generations Omnibus
Back Issue #111
Superman & Batman Generations 2

In Elseworlds, heroes are taken from their usual settings and put into strange times and places—some that have existed, or might have existed, and others that can’t, couldn’t or shouldn’t exist. The result: stories that make
characters who are as familiar as yesterday seem as fresh as tomorrow. Now, for the first time, Superman’s Elseworlds tales are featured in a new graphic novel collection, ELSEWORLDS: SUPERMAN VOL. 1. This volume includes
SUPERMAN: SPEEDING BULLETS, SUPERMAN: KAL, SUPERMAN: DISTANT FIRES, SUPERMAN: A NATION DIVIDED, SUPERMAN, INC. and SUPERMAN: WAR OF THE WORLDS! Featuring Superman as the Dark Knight, KalEl raised in medieval times, Superman as the sole survivor of a nuclear Armageddon, Private Atticus Kent as an abolitionist superhero in the American Civil War, Superman the greatest athlete on Earth and Golden Age Superman at
war with Mars!
STARRING HEROES FROM THE PRE-FLASHPOINT DCU! Flashpoint Kal-El has kidnapped Lois while she's in labor! Will Superman reach them in time--or will Flashpoint Batman have to deliver the Man of Steel's only child?
This volume includes the story of Superman s son in a world without Superman, a Superman raised in England, a Superman raised in the 30th century and an angel s attempt to help Linda Danvers (Supergirl) overcome the
darkness within. Collects SON OF SUPERMAN, SUPERBOY S LEGION #1-2, SUPERGIRL: WINGS and SUPERMAN: TRUE BRIT!
A fantasy graphic novel, set in the aftermath of a nuclear accident in which most of humanity has been killed and the planet's superheroes have been stripped of their powers. Clark Kent, formerly Superman, escapes the ruins of
Metropolis to a sanctuary where, as his powers return, he is forced to decide the future of his committment to Earth.
Alternate Histories
Batman & Superman
Superman and Batman Versus Aliens and Predator
Nightwing: The New Order
Batman: The Doom That Came To Gotham
Dispersed through time by the villain Dominus, our ragtag team of generational heroes-featuring 1939 Batman, Kamandi, Superboy, Steel, Starfire, Sinestro, Booster Gold, and Dr. Light-must find a way to restore the timeline…and what
they ultimately discover is something far, far greater. You’ll have to read it to believe it as time dies…and generations rise!
Legendary writer and illustrator John Byrne transports us through this century-spanning tale to witness the evil that brings the Batman and Superman together as a team. Now collected entirely in an omnibus Imagine a world where
Superman and Batman aged normally from their respective debuts in 1938 and 1939 From their first meeting to their confrontations with the Joker, Lex Luthor, and Mr. Mxyzptlk, their personal relationship continually evolves from best
friends to bitter partners and finally respected peers. How would their legacies be passed on to future generations of heroes? With appearances by Wonder Woman, the Flash, Green Lantern, the JSA, the Spectre, Batgirl, Blackhawk,
Deadman, Cyborg, and more, this collection has all the twists and turns the DC Universe has to offer Collects Superman & Batman: Generations An Imaginary Tale #1-4, which follows Superman and Batman from the beginning with each
story taking place 10 years after the previous one; Superman & Batman: Generations II #1-4, where the stories take leaps of 11 years, ending in the year 2019; and Superman & Batman: Generations III #1-12, which begins in the year 1925
and jumps to 100 years in the future in each story, while featuring characters from future timelines and Jack Kirby's New Gods.
Examines the sinister ramifications of Superman's escape pod landing on the war-torn planet of Apokolips instead of in the Midwestern cornfields of Earth. In this warped tale, Superman is raised by the tyrannical Darkseid and becomes a
savage force of destruction. Devoid of conscience or virtue, the Man of Steel uses his powers to destroy his adopted father's adversaries, the heroes of New Genesis. But when the war against his sworn enemies is over, Superman turns his
destructive attention towards Earth and a group of men and women who could have been his friends in another life.
In a new twist on the legend of Superman, the future superhero is raised in a small English town by adoptive parents who teach him to hide his powers, but his job as a tabloid reporter may be in jeopardy unless he chooses to go public.
Superman
Generations Forged (2021-) #1
Superman and Batman: Generations
Elseworlds: Superman Vol. 2
Generations II, No. 3 : an Imaginary Tale

Superman & BatmanGenerations 2 : an Imaginary TaleSuperman & Batman Generations 2An Imaginary Tale
From author and artist John Byrne comes another perspective on the development of both Superman and Batman that begins in 1942 and progresses right through to 2019.
In an alternate universe, Batman must battle through a haunted Gotham to free the city from the Dark Lords that feed on its dead.
Batman Dark Knight Dynasty
Generations 3
Elseworlds: Batman Vol. 2
Manbat
Superman: Earth One
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